


Product Range 

Needle Colour Needle Length Needle 

Gauge Code (mm) & (inch) Dia. (mm) 

18G I Pink I 19 3/4" 1.20 

19G I I 19 3/4" 1.10 

20G I I 19 3/4" 0.90 

21G Green I 19 3/4" 0.80 

22G Black I 19 3/4" 0.70 

23G Light Blue I 19 3/4" 0.60 

24G I 19 3/4" 0.55 

25G l 19 3/4" 0.50 

26G I Brown 19 3/4" 0.45 

Components 

I . Luer Adaptor - Luer adaptors are transparent which allow 

visual monitoring of the flow of the medicaments. Luer adaptors 

are having a 6% luer taper as per IS0-594 which provides a leak 

free mating with an infusion set or a syringe of any make and size. 

2. LUER LOCK CONNECTOR: Presence of rigid PVC luer lock

connector in UNOLOK Scalpvein sets provides additional 

secure fitment and prevents any accidental leakage. 

3. WINGS - The soft wings conform well to the skin contours and 

make immobiliz_ation simple.

4. LINK TUBE - The link tube is translucent for easy observation

of the contents.
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5 NEEDLE - The needle is thin walled which allows a larger 
internal diameter and is ideal for rapid infusion and dosage 
with high viscosity medications. The needle has a short bevel 
three facet point to minimize the chances of cross 
perforation of vein during insertion. Needles are siliconised 
to reduce friction & pain (for smooth penetration and 
withdraw!). 
6. PROTECTIVE SHIELD in UNOLoli,a. assists in ensuring
there is no secondary needle sticks and no reuse of device

PACKING 

UNOLOK+ 

lnd1v1dually packed ,n transparent thermoformed peelable bl,ster pack. 

UNIT PACK 
. . 

Ten blister of UNOLOK•S.V. sets 
from a strip each unit is easily 
separable from the strip along with 
perforated slitting 

SHELF CARTON 

I 00 units of UNOLOK:11- S.V. Sets ( 16 strips of 
six units and one strip of four units each 
are packed in a printed duplex board box.) 
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SHIPPING CORRUGATED BOX 

IO shelf cartons are packed in a S 
ply corrugated cartons. Pack 
Size: 360x330x495mm 
Gross Wt.: 6.0 Kg. (approx) 

, 

Medium purple 


